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ABSTRACT
Software was developed to perform a non–linear, least–squares fit
of the Ochi and Hubble (1976) six–parameter heave and an extended
10–parameter, directional, wave model to spectra produced by the ODGP
hindcast numerical model. The necessary programs RMODEL, FITHM and
FITDM were documented including a description of the unit numbers
addressed, subroutines used, with appropriate calling sequences, the
arrays and variables assigned, and any necessary user interaction
required.
RÉSUMÉ
Un logiciel a été mis au point pour la réalisation d’un
ajustement non linéaire par la méthode des moindres carrés du modèle
ondulatoire à six paramètres de Ochi and Hubble (1976) et d’un modèle
ondulatoire directionnel étendu à 10 paramètres, aux spectres produit
par le modèle numérique post–analyse ODGP. On a redigé la
documentation relative aux programmes nécessaires RMODEL, FITHM et
FITDM, y compris la description des numéros d’unité appelés, les
sous–routines utilisées avec les séquences d’appel correspondantes,
les matrices et variables assignées, et toute interaction utilisateur
nécessaire.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This booklet provides the necessary information for the running
of the file reading program RMODEL and the non–linear least–squares
fitting programs FITHM and FITDM with specific application to ODGP
hindcast directional wave spectra. RMODEL initially converts the ODGP
hindcast model spectral format into a more applicable form. FITHM
performs a fit of the Ochi and Hubble (1976) six–parameter model given
by:

(1)

where ωmi represents the modal frequency (radians/sec), δi the
significant wave height (meters) and λi a shape parameter to the
transformed ODGP hindcast spectrum. This model was extended to include
four direction parameters having the functional form:

(2)

where Pi controls the directional spread, Qmi represents the mean
wave direction and the function A(PI) corrects for the area under a
COS2Pi curve, FITDM performs the nonlinear fit of Eq. 2 to the
complete directional spectrum. Further details on the model, its
applicability and behavior when applied to field measured data and to
hindcast spectra can be found in an accompanying report by Juszko
(1989) and in volume I of the present report.
2. RMODEL – Format Conversion
2.1

Input and Output

RMODEL converts the stored ODGP hindcast directional spectra into
a format required as input to FITHM and FITDM. A sample of the stored
format is provided in Appendix 1A , RMODEL removes character strings
and blank lines, converts the day of month and month to Julian day
(JDAY) and the stored energy entries (units of m**2) into energy
spectral densities (units of m**2/radians per sec – radians). The
number of directional entries are variable and RMODEL pads the missing
directions with zeros to supply a constant 15 by 24 frequency –
direction array.

On output, the wave data file contains a file header, followed by
individual records each consisting of a record header and 24 lines of
spectral density information. A sample of the output is included in
Appendix 1B .
File Header Format:
Line 1: Grid Point, Latitude, Longitude
I6, 1X, F8.3, 1X, F8.3
Line 2: Frequency Array (in radians)
15 (1X, F7.5)
Line 3: Bandwidth Array (in radians)
15 (1X, F7.5)
Record Header Format:
Line 1: IYR, JDAY, IHR, WSPDF, WDIR, HS, TS, VMD, TP
1X, I2, I3, I2, 6 (1X,F6.2)
where
IYR :
year of record
JDAY:
Julian day
IHR :
hour of record
WSPD:
wind speed (m/s)
WDIR:
wind direction (degrees true ”from”)
HS :
significant wave height (m)
TS :
significant period (s)
VMD :
vector mean direction (degrees true ”to”)
TP :
peak period (s)
Record Format:
24 lines:

E(I,J), J=1,15
15F8.5
where I bins contains energy going ”to” directions
associated with the angles 15*(I–1) to 15*I and having
nominal directions of 7.5+15*(I–1) degrees

2.2

Constants, Variables and Arrays

INPUT
IYR

Year (INTEGER)

IM

Month of year (INTEGER)

ID

Day of month (INTEGER)

IHR

Hour of day (INTEGER)

IGRP

Grid point number (INTEGER)

LAT

Latitude (REAL)

LONG

Longitude (REAL)

WSPD

Wind speed in m/s (REAL)

WDIR

Wind direction in degrees true –”From” (REAL)

HS

Significant wave height in m (REAL)

TS

Significant period in sec (REAL)

VMD

vector mean direction in degrees true – ”To” (REAL)

TP

Peak period in sec (REAL)

FILL

Dummy variable (CHARACTER*1)

E

Array of energies per direction bin in m**2 (REAL(15))

FR

Array of frequencies (Hz) (Real(15))

PROCESSING
HS2
(REAL)

Significant

wave

height

of

converted

IB

Array of days in month (INTEGER(12))

records

in

m

OUTPUT
IYR

Year (INTEGER)

JDAY

Julian day (INTEGER)

IHR

Hour of day (INTEGER)

FR

Array of frequencies (radians/sec) (REAL(15))

DFR

Array of frequency bandwidths (radians/sec) (REAL(15))

EN
Two–dimensional
(Real (24,15))

spectral

densities

(m**2/RPS–Radians)

IGRP, LAT, LONG, WSPD, WDIR, HS, TS, VMD, TP as in input.
2.3

Program Operation

When initiated, RMODEL will ask for the input filename of stored
ODGP hindcast spectra and the output filename of converted records.
The format of stored ODGP spectra may vary slightly between sources
(eg. No. of blank lines at the beginning of the file) and RMODEL may
have to be adjusted accordingly. For each record, the program
currently writes to the screen the record header information and the
newly calculated significant waveheight.
**The program checks for an error on the direction array read
statement in order to locate the end of each record and for proper

running on an IBM–AT, a blank line is required as the last line of the
input file.
3. FITHM – Ochi and Hubble Six–Parameter Model
3.1

Input and Output

Throughout the program, unless otherwise specified, day is
julian, times are in hours (as HH, eg. 6,12), frequencies in
radians/sec, lengths in meters and directions in radians. Data input
is through Unit=1 using the LOADM subroutine, discussed in section
3.3 , to input individual frequency spectrum which will be fit to the
model (Eq. 1). The input file has the format structure of the output
of RMODEL discussed in Section 2
and a sample is included in
Appendix 1b .
Program output is to file FITH.LOG assigned Unit=2. The first line of
the output file contains the grid point number and its location
information. Each subsequent line of the output file consists of the
individual record time, day and year, wind speed (WSPD) and wind
direction (WDIR), the six fitted parameters, the number of iterations
performed, and the weighted least–squares error (RESH) given by:

(3)

where E(ω) is the hindcast spectral value at frequency ω, S(ω) is the
corresponding fit value and WT is a weighting factor for each
frequency equal to the corresponding bandwidths divided by the sum of
all bandwidths. The sum is performed over all frequencies.
Format of output:
File Header:

Grid Point ID, Latitude, Longitude
I6,1X,F8.3,1X,F8.3

Record:
YEAR,TIME,JDAY,WSPD,WDIR(A(J),J=1,6)ICOUNT,RESH
1X,I2,I4,I3,2(1X,F6.2),6(1X,F9.6),I4,1X,F7.5
where

A(1) = δ1
A(2) = ωm1
A(3) = λ1

A(4) = δ2
A(5) = ωm2
A(6) = λ2

A sample of the output file is included in Appendix 2
3.2

Primary Constants, Variables and Arrays

.

INPUT
NFRQ

No. of frequencies in amplitude spectrum (INTEGER)

FIRST
Allows for initialization of any necessary counters in
user supplied LOADM subroutine and for random entry into a large data
file. Set to FALSE by LOADM after first call. (LOGICAL)
JFLAG
Flag to allow a record to be skipped in the processing
(eg. bad data record) and to provide notice of the end of the input
file (0= no skipping, 1 =yes, 9=End of file)(INTEGER)
IYRIN

Year of first record (INTEGER)

ITIN

Time of first desired record (INTEGER)

IDIN

Day of first desired record (INTEGER)

IGP

Grid point identification (INTEGER)

IYRI

Current record year (INTEGER)

IT1

Current record time (INTEGER)

ID1

Current record day (INTEGER)

IOREC

Record counter (INTEGER)

LAT

Latitude (REAL)

LONG

Longitude (REAL)

WSPD

Wind speed (REAL)

WDIR

Wind direction (REAL)

X

Array of frequencies in radians/sec (REAL(15))

Y

Array of spectral energy values in m**2/rps
(REAL (15))

FG,HG
(REAL(15))

Work

arrays

to

EN
Two–dimensional
M**2/rps–rad (REAL(24,15))

find

position

input

of

spectral

spectral

peaks

density

array

PROCESSING
NCOEF

Number of model parameters (INTEGER)

NVAL

Number of parameters fitted (INTEGER)

NMAX
(INTEGER)

Maximum

dimension

of

the

fitting

matrices

A

and

B

IFLAG

Flag to indicate if matrix is singular (INTEGER)

INCR
Counter for the number of iterations in a row which did
not improve the fit. At INCR=15, the fit is terminated (INTEGER)
LAMDA
(REAL)

Variable

controlling

the

rate

of

steepest

descent

ICHAN
Flag allowing for a second processing if ωm2>1.696 or
if frequency separation is less than .001 which ensures proper
modelling of low frequencies (INTEGER)
ICOUNT

Counter for number of iterations used (INTEGER)

MCOUNT
Counter for number of iterations in a row if
relative change in CHISQ is less than or equal to 2.E–5 (INTEGER)

the

CHISQ
Chi–squared value calculated after each iteration and
used to assess the fit improvement. Initially set to 1.0E30 in order
to force an improvement in first iteration. CHISQN, CHISQL, CHISQF are
storage locations for the chi–square value. (REAL)
YEST
Model heave value for a given frequency and set of
parameter values (REAL)
COEF

Array of fit parameters. Also stored in
COEFO, COEFT and CL, (REAL(6))

LIST

Array of parameter indices (INTEGER(6))

DYDA

Array of first derivative values (REAL(6))

DCOF

Array of parameter change (REAL(6))

WT

Array of weights for chi–square calculation (REAL(15))

B,BT

Working array for fitting vector (REAL(6))

A,AT

Working array for fitting matrix (REAL(6,6))

OUTPUT
ICOUNT

Number of iterations (INTEGER)

RESH

Residual error (REAL) (as in Eq. 3)

COEFO

Array of fit parameters (REAL(6))

IYR1, IT1, ID1, IGP, WSPD, WDIR, LAT and LONG as in input.
3.3

Subroutines

LOADM
(IU,X,Y,ITIN,IDIN,IYRIN,IYR1,IT1,ID1,NFRQ,DFR,WSPD,WDIR,JFLAG,
FIRST,IOREC)

Subroutine LOADM, called by the main program FITHM, is
specifically designed for this application. IU is the input unit
number generally set to 1. The amplitude spectral estimates are
returned in the array Y along with the number of frequencies (NFRQ).
The frequency array, X, and bandwidth DFR is currently being read from
the input file. Any changes to the spectrum (eg. smoothing) should be
performed in this subroutine as no further modifications are performed
on Y in the main program. JFLAG allows for skipping of records (when
set to 0) and serves as notification for the end of the input file
(JFLAG=9). FIRST is used to indicate the first call to LOADM to allow
for file opening, initialization of input file counters and reading of
file headers. The input file is read, without record processing, until
year, day and time of the record match the requested IYRIN, IDIN and
ITIN values.
All following records are currently being processed.
LEMARQ (X,Y,NFRQ,COEF,COEFO,NCOEF,LIST,NVAL,CHISQ,LAMDA,INCR,AT,BT)
Subroutine LEMARQ, called by FITHM, controls the iteration
procedure, evaluates the fitting matrix and coefficient values. It
uses the Levenberg–Marquardt method to perform the non–linear fit and
details on this procedure can be found in Press et. al.(1986). Any
necessary fit constraints are handled by this subroutine. The fitting
matrices AT and BT and the coefficient values COEFO must remain
unaltered between calls to LEMARQ. The value of LAMDA is determined
within the subroutine for the steepest descent calculations. If INCR
is returned with a value of 15, the iterations are stopped. IFLAG is
held in a common statement and is set to 1 if the fit matrix is
singular and cannot be inverted. The iterations are stopped at this
point.
GAUSS (A,B,NVAL,NMAX,DCOF)
Subroutine GAUSS is called by LEMARQ and calculates the matrix
solution.
CHICAL (X,Y,NFRQ,COEF,NCOEF,CHISN)
Subroutine CHICAL is called by LEMARQ and calculates the weighted
chi–square residual value.
GAMMLN (XL)
GAMMLN is a functional subroutine which returns the value of
LN [G(XL)] for XL>0.0.
FUNC (XX,COEF,Y1,Y2,YEST)
Subroutine FUNC is called by CHICAL, LEMARQ and FITHM. This
subroutine evaluates the total model spectral density (YEST) as well

as the individual components (Y1 and Y2) for an input frequency XX and
current values of the parameter array COEF.
DERIV (XX,COEF,Y1,Y2,DYDA)
Subroutine DERIV is called by LEMARQ and supplies the first
derivative values (DYDA) of the function with respect to each
parameter (COEF) and frequency (XX) given the previously calculated Y1
and Y2 estimates.
F1 (XL)
F1 is a functional subroutine called by FUNC to calculate the
first derivative
evaluated at λ = XL.
3.4

Program operation

When initiated, FITHM will ask for the time, day and year of the
first record to be processed and the input filename. This information
is normally entered at a console. No further user interaction is
required. The user supplied LOADM subroutine needs to access this
input file to obtain the current heave spectral array for fitting.
Unless specified by JFLAG, each record in the input file will be
processed. The current record time, Julian day, year and record
counter are written to the console. This forms part of a large loop
which is terminated when JFLAG is returned with a value of 9.
For each record, the heave array is scanned for peaks as part of
a first guess procedure, the iterative fit is performed (terminated at
given set values of ICOUNT, MCOUNT and INCR currently 100, 15 and 10,
respectively; or if IFLAG is returned with a value of 1), and the RESH
error is calculated. An optional second processing is included if the
ωm2 value is greater than 1.696 or if the frequency separation is
less than .001 to ensure proper modelling of lower frequencies when
there is little energy at high frequencies. The best results are
written to the output file FITH.LOG. At each iteration, current values
of ICOUNT, CHISQ and the fit parameters can be written to the console.
The corresponding write statements in FITH are presently commented out
to speed up the processing. The final fit parameters and RESH values
are written to the screen for each record. Further background
information on the first guess procedure and fitting constraints can
be found in Juszko (1989) and Volume I of this report.
4. FITDM – Ten Parameter Model
4.1

Input and Output

Throughout the program, unless otherwise specified, day is
Julian, time is in hours (HH eq. 6,12), frequencies in radians/sec,

lengths in meters and directions in radians. Data input of the
directional spectrum is through Unit=1 with use of the LOADDM
subroutine. The first guesses for the six heave parameters are taken
from the output of program FITHM and read from unit=3 assigned to file
specified by the user, samples of the input files are given in
Appendix 1b
and 2
Program output is to file FITDM.LOG (Unit=2), a sample of which
is contained in Appendix 3 . A file header is initially written to
the output file containing the grid point number and location
information. Each following line of the output file consists of the
individual record time, day and year, wind speed (WSPD) and wind
direction (WDIR), the ten fitted parameters, the fit chi–square
residual, the number of iterations performed, the significant
waveheight of the input spectra and of the fit spectra, the residual
least–squares error (RESD) given by:

(4)

where D(ω,Q) is the input spectral value at frequency ω and direction
Q and M(ω,Q) is the corresponding fit value. WT is a weighting factor
given by the frequency bandwidth divided by the sum of all bandwidths
examined. The sum is performed over all frequencies and directions.
Format of output:
File Header:

Grid Point Number, Latitude, Longitude
I6,1X,F8.3,1X,F8.3

Records:

YEAR,TIME,DAY,WSPD,WDIR,(A(J),J=1,10),ICOUNT,HS1,HS2,
RESD
1X,I2,I4,I3,2(1X,F6.2),10(1X,F10.5),I4,2(1X,F5.2),1X,F7.5

where

A(1)
A(2)
A(3)
A(4)
A(5)

=
=
=
=
=

δ1
ωm1
λ1
Qm1
P1

A(6) =
A(7) =
A(8) =
A(9) =
A(10)=

δ2
ωm2
λ2
Qm2
P2

The program output currently supplies A(4) and A(9) in radians with a
convention consistent with the input spectra (ie. going ”to” in the
case of hindcast spectra). This can easily be changed as coming ”from”
by an addition of pi radians to both components.

4.2

Primary Constants, Variables and Arrays

INPUT
NFRQ,NF

Number of frequencies in input spectrum
(INTEGER)

NDIR,ND

Number of direction bins in input spectrum
(INTEGER)

ITIN

Time of first desired record (INTEGER)

IDIN

Day of first desired record (INTEGER)

IYRIN

Year of first desired record (INTEGER)

IT1,2

Current record time (INTEGER)

ID1,2

Current record day (INTEGER)

IYR1,2

Current record year (INTEGER)

IGP

Grid point number (INTEGER)

LAT

Latitude (REAL)

LONG

Longitude (REAL)

DDIR

Direction resolution (REAL)

WSPD

Wind speed (REAL)

WDIR

Wind direction (REAL)

TOTW

Sum of all frequency bandwidths (REAL)

FIRST
Allows for initialization of any counters in user
supplied subroutine LOADDM and allows for random entry into a large
data file. Set FALSE after first call and reset to TRUE when the end
of file is reached. Once processing is initiated all subsequent
records are processed. (LOGICAL)
W

Frequency array (REAL(15))

DFR

Frequency bandwidth array (REAL(15))

X
(REAL(25))

Direction array set to go from –pi+DDIR/2 to pi+DDIR/2

X1

Work array of directions used in centering (REAL(25))

Y

Array of En(Q) values at a given frequency (REAL(25))

XCOEF
Coefficient array fox fit, at a given frequency, to a
cosine–2P expression (REAL(4))

AINIT

Six heave fit parameters (REAL(6))

E

Directional spectrum array (REAL(25,15))

PROCESSING
NVAL

Number of model parameters fitted(INTEGER)

NCOEF

Number of model parameters (INTEGER)

NMAX

Maximum dimension of fitting matrices A and B (INTEGER)

IFLAG
Flag to indicate if matrix is singular (Set to 1 if
singular and iterations are stopped) (INTEGER)
ICOUNT

Counter for number of iterations performed (INTEGER)

MCOUNT
Counter for number of iterations in a row if
relative change in CHISQ is less than or equal to 1.E–3 (INTEGER)

the

INCR
Counter for number of iterations which result in an
increase in chi–square. If INCR=10, the fit is terminated. (INTEGER)
CHISQ
Chi–squared value calculated after each iteration and
used to assess fit improvement. Also stored in CHISN, CHISQL.(REAL)
LAMDA

Controls the rate of steepest descent (REAL)

YMOD,YEST
Model heave value for a given frequency, direction and
set of parameter values (REAL)
COEF
Array of 10 model parameters. Also stored in COEFO,
COEFL and COEFLL, (REAL(10))
LIST

Array of parameter indices (INTEGER(10))

DYDA

Array of first derivative values (REAL(10))

Y

Array of EN(Θ) values at a given frequency (REAL(25))

XI
Work array
direction array (REAL(25))

for

direction

used

during

centering

of

XNEW
(REAL(25,15))

Centered direction array modified between iterations

A,AT

working array for fitting matrix (REAL(10,10))

B,BT

Working array for fitting vector (REAL(10))

OUTPUT
ICOUNT

Counter for the number of iterations (INTEGER)

HSF1

Significant wave height of input spectra (REAL)

HSF2

Significant wave height of fit spectra (REAL)

RESD

Least–square residual (REAL) (as in Eq. 4)

COEFO

Array of fit parameters (REAL(10))

IYR2, IT2, ID2, WSPD, WDIR, IGP, LAT and LONG as in input.
4.3

Subroutines

LOADDM(IU,E,W,X,AINIT,ITIN,IDIN,IYRIN,IYR1,IT1,ID1,NFRQ,DFR,NDIR,WSPD,
WDIR,FIRST)
Subroutine LOADDM is called by the main program FITDM. IU is the
input unit number generally set to 1. The two–dimensional spectral
array is returned in E currently dimensioned at 25 directions by 15
frequencies (ie. direction 1= direction 25). The user is asked to
enter both the input spectral filename and the filename of the six
parameter heave fit results. Frequency array W and direction array X
are set by LOADDM using information held in data statements in FITDM.
The direction convention is from –PI+DDIR/2 to PI+DDIR/2 (hence the
direction dimensions of NDIR+1) with the equivalently indexed spectral
densities assigned to them. FIRST is used to indicate the first call
to LOADDM for initialization. It is set to FALSE in LOADDM after first
call and reset to TRUE when the end of file is reached.
INIT2 (X,X1,Y,NDIR,XCOEF)
Subroutine INIT2 is called by FITDM to perform a fast fit of the
En(Q) array (stored in Y) for a given frequency to the equation:
(5)

to obtain the first guesses for COEF(4) or COEF(9) (P values) and for
COEF(5) or COEF(10) (mean directions). These are returned as XCOEF(4)
and XCOEF(4) respectively (XCOEF(2)= α and XCOEF(3)=A). X is the
direction array, X1 a work array and NDIR is the input no. of
directions (eg. 24).
CENTER (X,X1,Y,NDIR,DIRM)
Subroutine CENTER is called by FITDM and performs the centering
of the direction array about an input direction, DIRM. X is the
initial direction array and X1 the new centered array. NDIR is the
input no. of directions (eg. 24). Y is the En(Q) array corresponding
to X.

LEMARQ4 (W,XNEW,E,ND,NF,COEF,COEFO,NCOF,LIST,NVAL,CHISQ,LAMDA
,INCR,AT,BT
Subroutine LEMARQ4 is called by FITDM and controls the iterative
fit procedure. Any necessary fit constraints aye handled by this
subroutine and evaluates the fitting matrices (A,AT) and vector
(B,BT). The parameter LAMDA controls the rate of descent when the
proposed coefficient values result in an increase in chi–square
residual. The fitting matrices AT and BT and the coefficient values
COEFO must remain unaltered between calls to LEMARQ4.
CHICAL4 (W,XNEW,E,ND,NF,COEF,NCOF,CHISN)
Subroutine CHICAL4 is called by LEMARQ4 and calculates the chi–square
residual.
GAUSS (A,B,NVAL,NMAX,DCOF)
Subroutine GAUSS is called by LEMARQ4 and calculates the matrix
solution.
GAMMLN(XL)
GAMMLN is a functional subroutine which returns the value of LN
G(XL) for XL>0.0.
FUNC3 (XW,XD,COEF,YEST,DYDA,NVAL)
Subroutine FUNC3 is called by LEMARQ4 in order to evaluate the
model spectral density (YEST) and the first derivatives (DYDA) for all
10 parameters. COEF is the array of parameters and XW and XD are the
frequency and direction currently being evaluated.
FUNC2 (XW,XD,COEF,Y1,Y2,YEST)
Subroutine FUNC2 is called by FITDM and CHICAL4 to evaluate the
model estimate having a given set of COEF values and at the current
frequency and direction position XW and XD.
FUNC2F (XW,XD,COEF,YI,Y2,YMOD)
Subroutine FUNC2F is not used by FITDM but is included as it
contains the complete model expression needed to regenerate the
directional spectra from the output 10 fit parameters.
FL(XL)
F1 is a functional subroutine called by FUNC3 to calculate the
first derivative
evaluated at λ = XL.

4.4

Program operation

FITDM currently assumes that the input spectra consist of 15
frequencies and 24 directions. Hence, the relevant array dimensions
are set at 15 and 25 (ie. to allow for wraparound in direction
X(1)=X(25)). Changes to the dimension statements may be required for
different input data sets. The input direction array is taken as
–PI+DDIR/2 to PI+DDIR/2 to allow for ease in centering the spectrum
during the fit. The output mean direction parameter values are
associated with the same direction convention as the input spectra,
and depending on the desired orientation and input convention, a value
of PI may be added to these coefficients. In the case of the ODGP
hindcast data, the output convention is ”to”.
When initiated, FITDM will ask for the time, day and year of the
first record to be processed and the filenames for the files
containing the input spectra and the input six heave parameters(taken
as FITH,LOG). No further user interaction is required.
The program accesses the file FITH,LOG to obtain the record time
and the first guesses for the heave parameters. A user supplied LOADDM
subroutine needs to access an input data file in order to retrieve the
corresponding directional spectrum (D(ω,Θ)). The current time, Julian
day, year and record counter are written to the console. This forms
part of the large loop which processes the individual records and
outputs the results to FITDM,LOG. The loop is terminated when an
end–of–file mark is encountered on the read of the data file. The
program will start at any desired record contained in FITH,LOG after
which all consecutive records are processed. It is assumed that both
the spectral file and FITH.LOG file contain exactly corresponding
records.
For each record, the input AINIT array from FITH.LOG is used as
the first guess for the heave parameters and an initial fit of Eq. 5
to the energy direction array at the nearest frequencies to ωm1 and
ωm2 supplies the first guess to the direction parameters. The program
checks for bimodality when the two input frequencies are equal. The
non–linear fit is then performed. At each iteration, chi–squared,
counter and fit parameter information can be written to the screen
though these statements axe currently commented out to speed up
program operation. iterations are terminated at set values of ICOUNT
MCOUNT and INCR (50,7 and 10, respectively). The final RESD and
parameter values are written to the screen for each record. The user
may want to remove some or all of these write statements in order to
speed up the program, free the terminal or if no monitoring of program
progress is required. If the RESD value is greater than 20%, a second
processing is performed using the previous records 10–parameter fit
results as the initial guesses. In these situations the best fit
results will be output.

Further background information on the first guess and centering
procedure, as well as fit constraints, can be found in volume I of
this report.
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APPENDIX 1.
Appendix 1A.

Sample printout of stored ODGP hindcast spectra.
File: MODEL.DAT

Appendix 1B.

Sample output file from RMODEL. File: HIND.DAT

APPENDIX 2.
Sample output from FITHM – File FITH.LOG

APPENDIX 3.
Sample output from FITDM – File FITDM.LOG
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